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JIMS VK- CII YI YUVA aims to prepare
the coming leaders of our society by
enhancing their creativity, knowledge
and making them responsible towards
the nation. Our mission is to shape the
youth to become a great leader in the
near future by providing them with
abundant training and opportunities in
this club and our vision is to create a
platform where we can collaborate
with the young minds to enhance their
knowledge and prepare them for the
betterment of the future by conducting
different sorts of activities.
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The event started with the interaction of
students with the several members and
leaders of CII YI YUVA along with the chief
instructor of the event. Mr. Bhusan bestowed
the students with his knowledge and wise
words and stated that how Yoga is good for
mental health. 
In the evening, students attended the Business
party meet-up in which Shri Parkash
Javadekar, member of Rajya Sabha and former
HRD & IB Minister was invited as the chief
guest. Along with this CII YI YUVA Business
leaders and Mr. Bhusanwas also invited and
they had an interaction with the students.
Students of JIMS,VK represented the college
and club to the dignitaries and introduced
themselves.
It was an insightful and knowledgeable meet-
up where in students got the golden
opportunity to interact with the leaders of
today and learn from them. Later students had
their dinner with some cherished photographs.

EVENT DESCRIPTION
YI Delhi organised an event "Yoga Session and

Business Party" on 6th August, 2022 at 10 A.M. at
Golf Links Community Centre as a part of series

to commemorate India's 75 years of
Independence. The guest for the event was Mr.
Dheeraj Jain, Chair YI YUVA Delhi, Ms. Priyankar
Baid, Chair YI Delhi, Mr. Alok Gupta, Co-Chair YI

Delhi and Chief Instructor Vibhuti Bhusan
Mishra who has 10+ years of International

experience as Chief Yoga Instructor of the
Abhyas School of Yoga. The session was

attended by several students of IP University
and Delhi University.

YOGA
session

TOPIC: 
YOGA SESSION AND MEET- UP 

DATE: 06/08/22



EVENT DESCRIPTION
CII YI YUVA organised an event "Yoga Session and
Business Party" on 6th August, 2022 at 10 A.M. at
Golf Links Community Centre. In this event, several
members of CII YI YUVA participated from IP
University and Delhi University and performed
yoga under the guidance of Vibhuti Bhusan
Mishra who has 10+ years of International
experience as Chief Yoga Instructor of the Abhyas
School of Yoga 

Event was followed by fun meet-up as a
part of series to commemorate India's
75 years of Independence. Guest for the
event was Shri prakash Javdekar,
Member of Rajya Sabha , former IB and
HRD minister. The students of JIMS VK
represented the college and the club to
the dignitaries and introduced
themselves. This was an insightful and
knowledgeable meet-up wherein
students got the golden opportunity to
interact with the leaders of today and
learn from them.

Topic: 
Interactive Business Party
Date: 06/08/22

BUSINESS
MEET



WORLD
PHOTOGRAPHY

DAY

EVENT DESCRIPTION
CII YI YUVA, JIMS, Vasant Kunj had
organised an online event for all the
photo enthusiasts and amazing secret
photographers. The event was held on
10th September 2022, on the occasion
of “World Photography Day”. 
On the occasion of "World
Photography Day", the core team and
the members and volunteers of the
JIMS VK-CII YI YUVA Club took and
initiative to bring the joy of the art of
aesthetic photography. The
participation rate was quite amazing.
All the students were requested to
share their best works. All the entries
were then shortlisted for a
masterpiece that was posted up on
our Instagram page.

The JIMS VK CII YI YUVA Club had taken
a step forward for Photography
enthusiasts by conducting a online
viewer engagement activity which
helped boosting the confidence of the
photographers and attracted thousands
of viewers to their Instagram page. All
the shortlisted entries were the best
works of the volunteers and all the
participants were also tagged on the
reel.
Overall, the activity turned out to be
successful as we were able to grab 1k+
plays of the reel on our Instagram
handle. It sure did justice with the
purpose and we were able to celebrate
the “World Photography Day” quite well
on 10th September 2022.

TOPIC: 
WORLD PHOTOGRAPHY
DAY
DATE: 10/09/22



The second round was divided into two sub rounds i.e, Puzzle Round and Hunt for Words.
In the puzzle round the participants were given a puzzle and the first six teams who
completed the puzzle first entered into another sub round i.e., Hunt for words. In this
participant had to take a chit from a bowl in which a word was written and submit the
same without seeing it, then the participant had to guess the rest of the words in which
vowels were given. And the teams who guessed within a specified time qualified for the
third round i.e. JUST A MINUTE (JAM). In JAM, Finally, the winners of the event were
declared i.e., Daksh raj, Ishita Bisht, Saksham Gulyani, Vansh Dabbas in the First position,
and Manas Mandal in the Second position.

TRIVERIA
TOPIC: 
COMPETITON
DATE: 29/09/22
EVENT DESCRIPTION 
CII YI YUVA – JIMS, VK organized its first event
for the tenure 2022-2023 named 'TRIVERIA'.
The event started with the warm welcome of
the esteemed Director of the college Dr. Ravi
K. Dhar and judges for the event Dr. Nidhi
Gupta, Dr. Neha Katiyar & Dr. Vipul Singh
respectively. The event was conducted in three
rounds. The first round was the Qualifier Round
in which participants were given 20 questions
of general awareness and they were judged
based on the accuracy and time taken to
complete the quiz.



The gaming session was a memorable moment for
all as everybody came together to win in the spirit of
the festival. All the activities were followed by dinner
and everybody got the chance to capture these
moments for a lifetime. In a nutshell, this Diwali
Party was a mesmerizing experience for everybody
who was a part of it, the dignitaries and the students
as well

YI DIWALI
Party

EVENT DESCRIPTION
As the festive season arrived, the students of JIMS VK
- CII YI YUVA got an opportunity to attend a fun
Diwali Party on 11th October 2022 at JW Marriott. This
opportunity was solely given to YUVA Members and
it was a delightful experience for all. The students of
the club got the chance to meet the other members
of the CII YI YUVA club and they even interacted
with CEO's, esteemed dignitaries, famous business
personalities, CII leaders and many other people. This
meet-up included some rejuvenating games,
personal interaction with business leaders,
entrepreneurs, and sessions like stand up comedy
which attracted the attention of the audience.

Topic: 
YI Diwali Party
Date: 11/10/22



INSTALLATION AND THANKSGIVING
CEREMONY

TOPIC: 
CELEBRATION OF INSTALLATION
AND THANKSGIVING CEREMONY
DATE: 12/10/22

EVENT DESCRIPTION
‘युवा Arambh’ - The Installation and Thanksgiving
Ceremony of CII YI YUVA, JIMS Vasant Kunj was
organised on 12th October, 2022 in the college
auditorium 12:00 PM onwards. All the dignitaries
arrived, and the ceremony started with a high note
when everybody sang the National Anthem. Our
anchors Khushi Mudgal and Nistha Aneja started off
by introducing the Guests of Honour- Mr Dheeraj
Jain, Chair Yi Yuva Delhi; Mr Vaibhav Mittal, Chair of
Accessibility and India @75 Verticals of Yi Delhi and
Ms Sarika Bansal, Special invitee of Yuva vertical; and
Director of JIMS, Vasant Kunj Dr. Ravi K. Dhar.

They welcomed all the dignitaries along with
our Faculty Coordinators Dr. Anu Bhardwaj
and Dr. Neha Katiyar. All the dignitaries were
felicitated with a token of appreciation. The
President and Vice President shared their
vision and mission with the team for the
upcoming tenure, and shared their event
ideas to energise the team. Then, to
reminisce the memories of the last tenure, a
video was played, and everybody surely must
have went down the memory lane.
The President and Vice President were then
invited for the introduction and Badge
Pinning Ceremony for the tenure of 2022-23.



PROJECT VIBHAS
Topic: 
Donation Drive 
Date: 22/10/22

EVENT DESCRIPTION
On the occasion of Diwali, CII YI YUVA -
JIMS,VK conducted "Project Vibhas"on 22
October, 2022 at an NGO - "Sankalp Society"
from 3:00 pm to 5:00 pm. It was conducted
with the motive to make this Diwali special
for unprivileged kids.

The event included some fun activities with
the tiny tots and donation of items related to
Diwali like diyas, candles, chocolates, sweets,
some packed food items etc. The event
started with the fun activities with the little
ones like introduction of everyone and what
they aspire to become. To spread the joy of
laughter and light among them they were
asked to dance to music, and they enjoyed
every bit of the tune. For more engagement,
the kids also sang. To enlighten their inside
talent, Diya painting was held among them
in groups. And to gift the smile to many
children during the festival of light,
volunteers distributed all the fresh items to
make this Diwali special for them. 

The team shared their happiness and good
fortune with those who are less fortunate
than others. With this the event ended with
some cherished photographs of tiny tots and
their esteemed faculty.



THURSDAY'S WITH YUVA I

EVENT DESCRIPTION
To mark the beginning of huddle session, a formal
introduction about do's and don'ts were told to the
participants. Event was conducted in two rounds.
Topics for both rounds were "Jobs versus Businesses"
and "Nepotism: Should it continue or not?"
respectively. Participants have to speak either for or
against the motion of the topic by agreeing and
disagreeing with the point of views of other students.
Students put forward their point of views and some
defended themselves strongly. It was turning into a
heat burning debate which continued for nearly 1/2
hour and finally ended with the conclusion of their
respective topics for both the rounds. It was indeed
astounding to see how beautifully students had put
their thoughts, insights, humor and delivered their
points with new ideas and thinking behind it.

TOPIC: 
JOBS VERSUS BUSINESSES"
AND "NEPOTISM: SHOULD IT
CONTINUE OR NOT ?" 
DATE: 1O/11/22

Finally, the participants with the best
debating skills were declared as the
winners of huddle session. First postion
was bagged by Aryan Anand (1st
Semester) and second position was
bagged by Mayank Rakheja (1st
Semester). The event was a great success
as the auditorium was filled with
enthusiasm and excitement and the
event ended with some cherished
photographs.



INTERNATIONAL
MEN’S DAY - IMD
AWARDS 2022

T O P I C :  
I M D  A W A R D S  2 0 2 2
D A T E :  1 9 / 1 1 / 2 2

EVENT DESCRIPTION
CII YI YUVA - JIMS, VK coordinated with Purush Aayog for iMD Awards ceremony 2022 on the
occasion of International Men's Day on 19th November 2022 at Constitution Club of India
from 4:00 PM to 8:00 PM. Purush Aayog is a civil society organisation of concerned citizens
who voice men's issues and fight for their legitimate rights. The event was bestowed with the
presence of various dignitaries i.e., Dr. Sonal Man Singh- Member of Parliament, Rajya Sabha,
Manoj Tiwari - Actor, Singer and Member of Parliament, Dr. Randeep Guleria- Former
Director, AIIMS, Delhi, Aacharya Prashant-National Best-Selling Author, Ex-Civil Servant, IIT IIM
Alumnus, RJ Khurafati Nitin- Radio Jokey, Big FM, Major Gaurav Arya- Regional Director at
Aakash Education Services Limited and Dr. Yashpal-Regional Director at Aakash Education
Services Limited, wife of Late Shri Raju Srivastava, Mr. Anoop Kumar- Security Guard at Noida,
Ashwini Upadhyay- Lawyer at Supreme Court of India.

Event started with the National Anthem followed by lighting ceremonious lamp by President
of Purush Aayog- Barkha Trehan along with honourable dignitaries. Later, she gave a strong
and inspirational speech to raise men's issues and gave a message of gender equality and
welcomed the guest by presenting a token of appreciation. Documentary- "The Curse of
Manhood" directed by Barkha Trehan was also projected between the audience. Later, the
guests were honoured with Purush Yodha and Karya Siddhi awards for their exceptional work
for the humanity and nation. Purush Aayog also awarded Mr. Anoop Kumar with Purush
Yodha Award for his courage during misbehaviour by a women with him.



THURSDAY'S WITH YUVA II

TOPIC: 
DUMB CHARADES 
DATE: 01/12/22

EVENT DESCRIPTION
CII YI YUVA – JIMS, VK organized "Dumb Charades" as
a part of its weekly competition -Thursdays with Yuva
for the tenure 2022-2023. To make themselves familiar
with the participants and members, team of CII YI
YUVA first introduced themselves to the audience.
The event started by acknowledging do's and don'ts of
the event. Initially all the rules were made clear to the
participants. This event was conducted separately for
morning and evening shift students. It began among
four rows in which participant of a particular row had
to act so that other members of his/her team are able
to guess brand name and its tagline.

Five points were awarded for guessing brand
name and tagline each and row with the
least points was out for next round. Second
round was played among rest of the rows in
which they had to guess the same but within
a time limit of one minute and the points
were awarded accordingly. Now, for the third
round, two rows were competing, and they
again had to guess within the time limit.
Finally, two participants were selected as the
winners from the row which earned more
points each from morning and evening shift.
The event was a great success as the
participants were filled with enthusiasm and
excitement and the event ended with some
cherished photographs.



TIME MANAGEMENT
Topic: 
Guest Lecture on Time Management
Date: 15/12/22

EVENT DESCRIPTION
CII YI YUVA – JIMS, VK organized a guest lecture on Time
Management on 15 December, 2022 at College
Auditorium from 1:00 PM onwards. The guest of the event
was Mr. Akarshan Srivastava, founder of "Gotezu"- L&D
and Employee Engagement Company and an IIT
Bombay certified teachers trainer and a subject matter
expert in Human Capital Development. 
The event started with the introduction of Mr. Akarshan
to the audience followed by a warm up activity with the
audience. 

To write your goals in a paper so that your
mind will make a track towards achieving it. 
Don't waste your time in finding shortcuts,
when information is already available over
the internet. Take advantage of that
information to manage your time. 
Use reminders application in your phone in
case you forget your to do list tasks. 
Make support groups like in WhatsApp and
send daily deliverables on it in order to
follow those.
He gave many examples through different
activities performed by students to make the
audience understand time management.

He stated some of the important things to
manage our time like:

Finally, he concluded that we can't manage
time, or we can't control time instead we can
manage our schedule under that time. When
people push us, we are able to complete our
task on time. First, we will have to manage
ourselves and our working lifestyle, then only
we will be able to manage time.



AWARD
Ceremony

EVENT DESCRIPTION
In a consecutive row of 2 years JIMS VK CII YI YUVA won a

precious award of Best YUVA college and another award for best
event of the year for the first time i.e. Best Youth Parliament. Our

team members Nistha Aneja and Kartik Kumar went to the
ceremony to receive the award on behalf of the club. It was a

pleasure to be present among such great dignitaries and receive
an award. Our students worked day in and day out in order to
reach new heights and perform at par. It is an honour for the

college to be recognised at such a great level.
.

TOPIC: 
AWARD CEREMONY 2022

DATE: 18/12/22



EVENT DESCRIPTION
There are times when each one of us feels
exhausted, tired, and out of motivation, and for
moments like these, we came up with "Monday
Motivation" to re-energize you and get you
through the Monday madness. Monday Motivation
is an initiative started by CII YI YUVA JIMS VASANT
KUNJ wherein the faculties of JIMS VK, guests, and
other renowned personalities are bringing forward
their insights and ideas to inspire the students.

All the mentors are presenting their
different thoughts, quotes, insights,
and personal experiences in order to
motivate the students and awaken
different motivations in their young
minds. These motivational videos are
catchy, motivating, and at least 60
seconds long. The students can
watch these insights from their
mentors on the CII YI YUVA
Instagram page in "stories." The first
few stories that were posted were: 
1. Dr Ravi K Dhar (Director of JIMS-
Vasant Kunj) 2. Nidhi Gupta (Head of
Department JIMS- Vasant Kunj) 
3. Tarun Poddar (Managing Director
and India Head Foxhogs Ventures
Corp. USA) 4. Anu Bhardwaj (Head
Coordinator CII YI YUVA JIMS- Vasant
Kunj)

Topic: 
Monday Motivation
Date:  Alternate Mondays

MONDAY
MOTIVATION



The program started at 2:00 PM and was taken forward by Madhur Sharma, Vice President
of CII YI YUVA JIMS VK. He shared his experience and insights on leadership and
encouraged the students to develop leadership qualities. The guest of honor for the
orientation meeting was Mr. Anuj Singhal, Chair YI, Delhi. He also shared his thoughts on
leadership and inspired the students to become leaders in their respective fields.
The program was a great success and provided a platform for the new members of the
Ramanujan YUVA Chapter to learn from the experienced members of CII YI YUVA-JIMS, VK.
The program not only promoted leadership qualities among the students but also inspired
them to become leaders in their respective fields. Overall, it was an informative and
motivating session for all the participants.

LEADERSHIP
EXCHANGE PROGRAM

TOPIC: 
EXCHANGE PROGRAM
DATE: 13/01/23

EVENT DESCRIPTION 
On 13th January 2023, the CII YI YUVA-
JIMS VK conducted a Leadership
Exchange Program at Ramanujan
College, Delhi University. The program
was held on the occasion of the
Orientation Ceremony of the Ramanujan
YUVA Chapter. The aim was to share the
experience of CII YI YUVA JIMS VK with
the new members of the Ramanujan
YUVA Chapter and to promote
leadership qualities among them.



PROJECT
AHAAR 

2.0

CII YI YUVA -JIMS VK conducted
a food donation drive, Aahar 2.O,
on 14th January 2023, at AIIMS to
help those in need. The drive
aimed to provide proper meals
to those who have been
struggling to get food during the
winter season. The team
members of CII YI YUVA JIMS VK
took the initiative to reduce
hunger among the less fortunate
people. The team members
were able to feed more than 150
people, ensuring that no one
slept with an empty stomach in
the freezing temperatures. By
doing so, team members were
able to make a positive impact
on the lives of many people.

The food donation drive not only
helped to feed people but also
raised awareness about the issue
of hunger among the less
fortunate people. Team members
were able to contribute positively
to the community. The drive not
only helped to feed people but
also instilled a sense of empathy
and compassion among the team
members. It was a heartwarming
experience for the team members
to see the joy on the faces of those
who received the food. The food
donation drive was a great
success.

TOPIC: 
FOOD DONATION DRIVE
DATE: 14/01/23 



Shifting from using LPG to automation in brewing
systems while chai making, he shared his
experience and thoughts on the tea industry and
the future of Chai Point. He told how they are
getting a better brand by focusing on Quality,
Consistency, and Personalization of their brand
and focusing on their target audience i.e. white-
collar society. 
Later, Mr. Bijral answered the questions raised by
the audience. Students were delighted to listen to
his wise words. And the event ended with some
cherished photographs.

CHAI POINT 

Pe Charcha
EVENT DESCRIPTION

Topic: 
Session
Date: 18/01/23

CII YI YUVA JIMS VK got the amazing opportunity to
attend the session conducted by Chai Point on 18
January 2023 at Chai Point, PVR Anupam Complex,
Saket, New Delhi from 6:00 PM onwards. Chai Point
is the world's largest Chai-led beverage and filter
coffee brand. Being the founder and CEO of Chai
Point, Amuleek Singh Bijral hosted the session at one
of his Chai Points and welcomed the gathering by
serving "Chai" at Chai Point. He introduced the
company and discussed his journey of starting and
growing Chai Point including any challenges he
faced and lessons he learned along the way. 



VOICE YOUR
THOUGHTS 

(G-20)

On 2nd March 2023, CII YI YUVA
JIMS VK organized an event named
"Voice your thoughts on G20." The
purpose of the event was to provide
students with an interactive
platform to learn about G20's goals
and agendas. The event was held in
the college premises and aimed to
help students understand the
significance of G20 and its role in
addressing matters of global
importance. The event featured an
interactive discussion and Q&A
session where students could voice
their thoughts and opinions on the
topic of people being the most
significant investment and how it
relates to G20's objectives. Students
discussed the importance in
achieving G20's objectives. 

The event provided a great
opportunity for students to engage
with each other, exchange ideas, and
learn. It was an excellent opportunity
for students to learn about G20's
goals and objectives and engage with
various fields. With India having taken
over the presidency of G20 in 2023,
the event was timely and relevant,
and it helped students gain a better
understanding of the investment in
people and its importance in
achieving G20's objectives. Overall,
the event was a success, and the
students found it informative and
engaging.

TOPIC: 
THURSDAY WITH YUVA
DATE: 02/03/23



CONSULTING CRUSADE

EVENT DESCRIPTION
On 21st March 2023, CII YI YUVA JIMS VK
organized "Consulting Crusade" as a part
of its weekly competition, Thursdays with
Yuva. The event aimed to give students a
glimpse of what it is like to be a
consultant and work in teams to solve
real-world problems faced by various
companies. The event started with the
introduction of the respective judges. The
students were divided into teams of 4-5
members and were given problem
statements of various companies,
including Uber, Bumble, KPMG, Meta,
Adidas, Ola, Wipro, etc. 

TOPIC: 
THURSDAY WITH YUVA
DATE: 21/03/23

They acted like consultants and provided solutions to the problems given to
them. The teams presented their solutions in the form of a presentation that
should not exceed more than 7 minutes. The students were judged based on
the parameters of creativity and feasibility. The event was highly engaging
and provided a platform for students to showcase their problem-solving and
consulting skills. At the end of the event, the winner was declared, and the
team Adidas won the first position, while team Ola bagged the second
position. The event was successful in giving students practical experience in
consulting and problem-solving skills, and the students found it highly
beneficial. Overall, the event was well-organized, and the participants were
enthusiastic and engaged throughout the competition.



EVENT DESCRIPTION
On April 13, 2023, CII YI YUVA JIMS VK marked the
beginning of their newly launched series,
"Visionaries Unplugged," featuring Mr. Anuj Singhal,
Managing Director of Nigania Steels Pvt Ltd and
YUVA Chair. The objective of the event was to
inspire and guide students on their path to
becoming future leaders. Mr. Anuj, an
accomplished leader, shared his invaluable
experiences and insights during the session.

The event commenced with a warm
welcome and introduction of Mr. Anuj
to the enthusiastic audience. In
recognition of his notable
achievements, he was felicitated for
his contributions to the industry. The
Director of JIMS VK, extended a
heartfelt welcome to Mr. Anuj,
expressing gratitude for his presence
and emphasizing the significance of
the event. Mr. Anuj then took the
stage to deliver a captivating speech,
recounting his personal journey as the
Managing Director of Nigania Steels
Pvt Ltd. He candidly discussed the
challenges he faced and outlined
effective strategies for achieving
growth and success. The event
concluded with an engaging and
interactive session where the
audience had the chance to interact
with Mr. Anuj, pose questions, and
seek further clarification. To
commemorate the occasion,
memorable moments with Mr. Anuj
were captured in photographs,
marking the end of an enriching and
insightful event.

Topic: 
Visionaries Unplugged
Date:  13/04/23

VISIONARIES
UNPLUGGED 1



MODEL YI G20
Topic: 
Panel Discussion
Date: 15/04/23

EVENT DESCRIPTION
On April 15th, 2023, the Confederation of Indian Industry's
Young Indians (CII YI) partnered with the World
Organization of Students and Youth (WOSY) to organize
India's first-ever Model YI G20 event. The event brought
together a group of 20 countries and five guest countries
to discuss environmental issues and their impact on
achieving Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
Dignitaries, including Mr. Vijay Chauthaiwale, Mrs.
Bizunesh Meseret, and Mr. Alok Gupta, graced the event.

The event featured three sessions focusing on
different environmental aspects. The first
session explored topics such as sustainable
environment, carbon emissions, plastic
pollution, and loss of biodiversity. The second
session delved into strategies for mitigating
climate change, including the usage of biofuels
and renewable energy sources. The third session
discussed the sustainability of oceans,
conservation of marine life, and the promotion
of renewable sources of energy. All countries
actively participated, sharing their views,
policies, and proposed solutions to overcome
environmental challenges.
The event concluded with an award ceremony,
recognizing the outstanding contributions of
participating countries and individuals.

Canada received the Best Sherpa Award, while
Sanidhya Somani and Vanshika were awarded as
the 1st and 2nd runners-up for the Best Delegate
Award. Germany was honored with the Best
Country Award. The organizing committee
members were also acknowledged for their
efforts. The event concluded with a dinner, live
music, and capturing memorable moments
through photographs.



HR PANEL
DISCUSSION

T O P I C :  
P A N E L  D I S C U S S I O N
D A T E :  1 3 / 0 5 / 2 3

EVENT DESCRIPTION
On 13th May 2023, CII YI YUVA and the Placement Cell of JIMS VK organized an HR Panel
Discussion on the topic "Preparing for the Future Navigating Career Path" at JIMS Kalkaji. The
purpose of the event was to provide valuable insights and guidance to the students regarding
their career paths. Distinguished HR professionals, including Kapil Kumar (Vice President, HR,
Havells, India), Narendra Shukla (Corporate HR, NTPC - GE Power Services), Satyajit Tripathy
(Director, HR, TATA 1MG), Shri Ajay Prakash (Founder, B3 Galaxy), and the moderator Akarshan
Srivastava (CEO, Goteju), were invited to participate in the discussion. During the HR Panel
Discussion, the esteemed panelists delved into various aspects of preparing for the future and
navigating career paths. They shared their expertise and experiences, addressing topics such
as the changing landscape of the job market, the importance of acquiring relevant skills, and
the need for adaptability. The panelists emphasized the significance of continuous learning,
staying updated with industry trends, and building a strong professional network. 

The event concluded with a closing ceremony that provided an opportunity for the students
to interact with the panelists. The students had the chance to ask questions, seeking further
clarification and advice from the HR professionals. The panelists offered valuable insights and
practical suggestions, leaving the students inspired and motivated for their future endeavors.
A thank-you note was presented to the panelists to express gratitude for their valuable
contributions. The event ended on a positive note, with participants cherishing the
memorable moments and capturing them through photographs as a lasting reminder of the
enriching experience.



UDYAMITA 2.O

EVENT DESCRIPTION
‘On May 27th, 2023, CII YI YUVA - JIMS, VK organized its major
event "UDYAMITA 2.0 - Amalgamation of Creativity and
Intelligence" in the college premises from 10:00 am to 5:00 pm.
The event aimed to celebrate the spirit of entrepreneurship and
foster a culture of innovation. The event began with an impressive
Opening Ceremony, where the respected guests were warmly
welcomed. Among the guests were Mr. Mayank Makkar - Co-Chair
of YI DELHI, Mr. Mrinaal Mittal - Co-Chair of YI Entrepreneurship
Vertical, Mrs. Manya Gupta - Co-chair of YI Entrepreneurship
Vertical, Ms. Sarika Bansal - Co-chair YI YUVA, and a Senior
Manager of Taxation at Hyundai Rotem Company. As a gesture of
appreciation, tokens of gratitude were presented to the guests. The
event was officially inaugurated with a traditional lamp-lighting
ceremony. Following the Opening Ceremony, the Director of JIMS,
VK delivered a welcoming address, setting the tone for the day.
The atmosphere was further enlivened by a captivating dance
performance by the talented team Fitoor, captivating the audience
with their graceful movements.

TOPIC: 
MAJOR EVENT
DATE: 27/05/23

The first competition, Shark Tank, took place after
the opening ceremony. Participants had the
opportunity to pitch their business ideas to a
panel of judges, who assessed the feasibility and
potential of each concept. The participants
received valuable feedback and coaching from
the panel of experienced judges and investors.
Another engaging competition, Trade Savvy,
simulated a trading environment where
participants could gain practical experience in
the stock market. The event aimed to enhance
participants' understanding of market trends,
strategic investments, and risk management.
To test participants' pop culture knowledge, the
event featured Flick Frenzzy, which challenged
them with trivia and movie enactment

UDYAMITA 2.0 comprised of three exciting
competitions that challenged the participant’s
creativity, business acumen, and knowledge. The
events were Shark Tank, Trade Savvy, and Flick
Frenzzy. 

The Award Ceremony Distribution marked the
culmination of the event, where the winners of all
three competitions were recognized and celebrated.  
The day concluded with cherished photographs
capturing the memorable moments of UDYAMITA
2.0. 



Ms. Aaron then shared her journey as the founder
and CEO of Marching Sheep, discussing the
challenges she faced and how she overcame
them. Jasmine Kaur, President of CII YI YUVA Yuva,
conducted a series of questions with Ms. Aaron,
allowing students to gain deeper insights into her
entrepreneurial journey. The interactive session
provided an opportunity for students to engage
directly with Ms. Aaron and seek advice on various
aspects of leadership and entrepreneurship.
The event concluded with an interactive session
where the audience had the chance to interact
with Ms. Aaron and ask questions. Visionaries
Unplugged 2 was a great success, leaving the
students motivated and inspired. 

VISIONARIES
Unplugged 2

EVENT DESCRIPTION

Topic: 
Visionaries Unplugged
Date: 30/05/23

On May 30, 2023, CII YI YUVA - JIMS, VK organized
the "Visionaries Unplugged" event featuring
Sonika Aaron, the founder and CEO of Marching
Sheep. The event aimed to inspire and guide
students toward becoming future leaders. Ms.
Aaron, an accomplished entrepreneur, shared her
experiences and insights during the session.
The event began with a warm welcome and
introduction of Ms. Aaron to the audience. She
was felicitated for her remarkable achievements,
including being listed in Forbes' Top 10 Women
Entrepreneurs-2020 and Business Today's India's
Top Women Leaders-2021. 


